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on 19 January 2011, tUbItaK (the 
Scientific and Technological Research 
council of turkey) held an opening 
event on eUReKa and the clusters 
in Istanbul. this event has attracted 
around 100 organisations (sMes and 
large companies, universities and R&D 
institutions) interested in international 
R&D cooperation.

the morning session aimed at giving an 
overview on some of eUReKa’s different 
mechanisms to support international R&D 
cooperation. Eurostars Project Officer Isoline 
Roger-Dalbert gave an introduction on the 
EUREKA initiative and more specifically on the 
eurostars Programme.  Director of celtIc+ 
Office, Heinz Bruggemann, presented the 
eUReKa cluster celtIc+, the only european 
R&D programme in Ict fully dedicated to 

end-to-end telecommunication solutions. 
It was complemented by the presentation 
of the celtIc story of turkcell by Mr berkin 
toktas from turkcell (leading mobile phone 
operator of turkey and celtIc core group 
member). Director of ITEA2 Office Fopke 
KloK presented the eUReKa cluster Itea2, 
a strategic pan-european programme for 
advanced pre-competitive R&D in software 
for software-intensive systems and services 
(sis), Mr Özgün alGIn from Mobilera (turkish 
company specialised in mobile marketing and 
advertising) , continued with a presentation of 
Mobilera’s participation to Itea2. 

the event was considered as a great success 
with a large number of participants taking the 
opportunity to directly discuss issues with the 
speakers and meet with the turkish eUReKa 
Project Officer throughout the afternoon. 25 
bilateral meetings between participants and 
Turkish Project Officers were organised during 
the afternoon session.

Malta seeks to 
boost R&D and 

innovation

Malta entreprise has launched a 
new incentive whereby income from 
royalties on eligible patents will be 
exempt from taxation, an initiative 
aimed at encouraging enterprises 
to invest in research and knowledge 
creation as well as encourage the 
exploitation of intellectual property.

the incentive was presented at the seminar 
on funding and assistance available for 

industrial research and innovation held on 18 
January 2011. the seminar also aimed at raising 
awareness about the eurostars Programme, 
which Malta recently joined. eurostars call 
coordinator Dr Peter chisnall explained the 
mechanism of the programme and highlighted 
the various benefits for the companies that get 
involved. Malta enterprise executive chairman 
alan camilleri highlighted the potential of 
Maltese entrepreneurs, noting that Malta 
ranked as one of the growth leaders amongst 
the moderate innovators in europe.

turkey supports 
international R&D 

cooperation


